a ‘physical chain-letter of sorts’,
from Into the Wild’s 2020 cohort
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only lost if I was going
somewhere
to begin with

WILD LETTERS was dreamt up & co-produced by the
2020 cohort of Into the Wild (ITW) with nurturing
support from Sophie Chapman, the Artist Facilitator.
The lovely final edit & design has been made possible
by Esther McManus, the Artist Interpreter.
This [slow] project started with an intention to stay
connected through the ‘cool zone’ of 2020 & to make
an end of year project that served us. As a way to
make space for & develop a process where we could
sit with, store & play with the soft knowledge we had
accumulated, received & found in ourselves throughout
the ITW programme and past year.
We settled on undertaking a physical chain-letter of
sorts. Starting small, the first person would send
something for the next person to respond to, the only
restriction being that it could be no larger than A4 &
weigh no more than 500g. The next person would do
the same, forwarding all contents to the next in line.
And so on. Between October 2020 and March 2021,
the wild letters have travelled from London to Sheffield,
Leeds, the Outer Hebrides and beyond. Parts were lost
to the Royal Mail (apparently therefore now owned by
the Queen) and reproduced from memory. It’s been torn
& protected, wrapped up & passed on.
The following pages are traces of this attempt at
making work collaboratively in solitude; of finding each
other in the disorganised, unplanned and...wild. It could
be read as a game, the leftovers from a party, a call to
action, a lament, an artwork, an ‘end of year show’ or a
diary... this bit is up to you, we’re not sure ourselves!
Keep it somewhere safe, or pass it forward. Expand on
it via notes in the margins, adding your own questions
and thoughts.
Enjoy!

(LOST)

there is only loss
if you have

Two pieces of rope are connected to each other.
One is thick and strong, it has a mighty knot in
its centre. Its rough surface could scratch the
skin if rubbed against for long enough.

we are abundant

The other one is way thinner and has got many
small knots almost all over its body. It has
crawled onto the thick one and clasped it tightly.

In comes another strand, asserting its place by
strangling what’s already here. It mangles.

They both come from
different places...

Keep something smooth like a
pebble or a button in your pocket
for uncomfortable conversation.

A Stone to ground you.

Georgia Twigg, from the podcast “how to talk to
people you disagree with“ by Keep it Complex

...it is urgent to invent a new grammar that allows us to imagine another social organisation of forms of life...
Paul B Preciado

Somewhere to share the soft things

Valuing the softness

“To survive, know the past. Let it touch you. Then let the past go”
Octavia Butler

objects for
survival

In the future I will have more time !!
But now I have more questions than when we first begun.

“If there is a way of being together in brokenness,
if there is an undercommons, then we must all
find our way to it. And it will not be there where
the wild things are, it will be a place where refuge
is not necessary and you will find that you were
already in it all along...
You are already in it. You are always already in
the thing that you call for and that calls you...
It is a wild place that continuously produces its
own unregulated wildness.”

The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning and
Black Study, Stefano Harney and Fred Moten
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